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BRVO is the global leader in mobile, cloud-based
access control - smart solutions for any business- including commercial real estate, multifamily residential, and large distributed
enterprises.

Our comprehensive product ecosystem and open API provide
businesses with powerful digital tools to increase
security automation, elevate employee and
tenant experience, and improve the safety
of all people and assets in the built environment.

Having created the category over twenty years ago,
our building access platform is now the digital
foundation for the largest collection of customer
facilities in the world, trusted by Millions of users occupying over 450M square feet of secured space in 60+ countries.

Our dedication to simply better security means
providing the best technology and support to
property owners, managers, and tenants as they
look for more from they buildings where they live, work,
and relax.

Our comprehensive product suite
includes:

Valued for its simple installation,
high-reliability backbone, and rich API partner
network, Brivo also has the longest track record
of cybersecurity audits and privacy protections
in the industry.

1st to Market- the Pioneer and Industry Leader of Cloud-based Access Control

First company to deliver modern remotely driven access control. Tailored to your business needs, we provide bespoke analytical
security solutions.

20+ Years Experience, a Global Brand thats trusted in the Market

Powerful and simple, Brivo is an all inclusive cloud solution to address various security concerns.

Cyber Secure

With cloud you gain additional security by depending on a system that is that is built and maintained by security experts who are
trained on the latest cyber threats. With data centres around the world, not even we would have access to your highly protected data.
(If Requested)

Most Scalable and Leading Innovator

At Brivo, we believe in an innovative and ever-growing modern approach. Our technology gives you the freedom of
scaling exponentially - there’s no limit to how many facilities or doors you can add or remove. Unlimited Scale, not restricted by
location.

True IT Platform- Created in the cloud, for the cloud

Reliable, flexible and can integrate with any application, any device, any software. Effortlessly synchronises identity and credential
data.

Reliable Software with Automatic updates

Shifting operational workload to proven cloud solutions, eliminates the hassle, cost and complexity of a traditional security system.?
You no longer have to be physically present on site to manage day to day. The system is stable, reliable and safe- works according to
the user's requirements.

Powerful and Sleek Hardware with built-in bot detection

Modern and Reliable Hardware- smart readers, control panels and cellular. Uses next generation and more secure communication
protocol. Brivo Hardware has great offline capabilities:

Rip out and Replace not Always needed- Cost Saving

With Brivo you have the ability to use some existing equipment in the building, including cameras, readers
and wiring already in place. We also integrate with existing mercury hardware.

Top Tier Service- Not just a product

At Brivo we aim for a partnership, before all else. We're here to assist with your projects and improve your site experience.
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Available CPD Material (1)

Material type:
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